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This final report covers the work conducted by TRW Systems for
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on Contract 953361 for the Fabrication
and Test of Rocket Engine Assemblies (REA) for Mariner Venus/Mercury
1973.
The contract covered fabrication, assembly and Flight Acceptance
(FA) test of seven (7) REA's including the Type Approval (TA) test of one
engine and fabrication of one (1) additional kit consisting of detail parts
for an engine ready for catalyst loading.
This report will not cover the engine (S/N 202) selected for TA
testing since this engine is covered in the Type Approval Test Summary
Report.
This report covers the flight engines S/N 201, 203, 204, 205, 206
and 207. The kit engine is S/N 208 and only the water flow calibration
data is included for this engine.
The MV/M "73 Rocket Engine Assembly (REA) as shown in Fig-
ure 1-1 is a nominal 51 Ibs thrust monopropellant engine. The injector
assembly consists of a shower head type injector having eighteen (18)
0.026 in diameter injector holes. A 60 mesh screen is downstream of
the injector with one layer of 20-30 fine mesh Shell 405 catalyst packed
under pressure. Following the catalyst is a retention plate having cir-
cular annular areas enclosed with 60 mesh screens on each side. The
main catalyst bed (also packed under pressure) consists of a uniform
mixture of 75 percent Shell 405, 1/8 inch cylindrical pellets and 25 per-
cent HA-3, 1/8 inch cylindrical pellets. The catalyst bed is retained by
a 10 mesh screen and a baffle plate. The nozzle has a nominal throat
area of 0. 15 in and a nozzle expansion ratio of 44:1.
A plug orifice is used on the inlet side of the injector as a trim
orifice to calibrate the engine pressure drop.
Under steady state operation the specific impulse is not less than
228 Ib-sec at 55 lbf and 218.5 Ib-sec at 10 Ib- thrust varying linearly
between these limits. The characteristic velocity is not less than 4100




















Figure 1-1. MV/M 73
Photographs of the MV/M 73 REA complete with the JPL-Furnished
Marquardt value is shown in Figure 1-2.
All TA and FA testing were conducted as per the JPL, Specification
TS506207 entitled "Detail Specification for Rocket Engine Propulsion
Subsystem Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 Flight Equipment Type Approval
and Flight Acceptance Tests." During the length of the contract the above
specification was revised to a "A" revision and finally to a "B" revision.
A complete list of all software prepared by TRW Systems for the
MV/M 73 REA Contract in addition to this final report is as follows:
MV/M 73 REA Quality Assurance & Reliability Program Plan
MV/M 73 REA Manufacturing Plan
MV/M 73 REA Configuration Control Plan
MV/M 73 REA TA Test Plan
MV/M 73 REA FA Test Plan
MV/M 73 REA Type Approval Test Summary Report
CTSP-1 Data Reduction and Performance Analysis
Computer Program
Complete data package for each flight engine
TEST PROCEDURES
Title Procedure Number
Rocket Engine Injector Water
Flow Test, Flight Acceptance JPL-EP507020
Injector Assembly, Rocket Engine,
1001319? JPL-EP507021
Assembly of Rocket Engine Welded
Assembly, 10013198 JPL-EP507022
Rocket Engine, 10013 199 or
10013198 Proof and Leak Test,
Flight Acceptance JPL-EP507023
MV/M '73 Rocket Engine 10013199
Vibration. Test, Flight Acceptance ' JPL.-EP5Q702.4
MV/M '73 Rocket Engine 10013199
Vibration Test, Type Approval JPL-EP507025
Figure 1-2. MV/M73 REA with JPL, Furnished Marquardt Valve
TEST PROCEDURES (Continued)
Title Procedure Number
Hot Firing Tests of Rocket
Engine, 10013 199 Flight
Acceptance JPL-EP507026
Hot Firing Tests of Rocket
Engine, 10013 199 Type Approval JPL-EP507027
2. ORGANIZATION
The Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 Rocket Engine Assemblies were
fabricated, assembled, tested and delivered by a project organization
specifically established for this activity within the Applied Technology
Division (ATD) of TRW Systems. ATD is managed by A. F. Grant.
The MV/M73 project was conducted in the Combustion Systems
Laboratory under the Energy Systems Operation headed by G. W. Elverum,
Jr.
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The production and test program for the MV/M73 Rocket Engine
was conducted in a manner to ensure a high level of product integrity.
The quality assurance and reliability was conducted in accordance with
the "MV/M 73 REA Quality Assurance and Reliability Program Plan"
dated March 24, 1972. The methods utilized encompassed the use of
approved assembly and test procedures used in conjunction with drawings
and specifications. Specific events were preplanned and sequenced with
re fe rence to particular specification requirements on TRW standard
shop work orders. Inspections were conducted at the conclusion of key
events. Problems as they occurred were analyzed by the cognizant man-
ufacturing, test and quality engineer for the improvement of methods to
ensure conformance. As a result of these techniques the program quan-
tities were manufactured and tested with no attrition. Defects were
primarily of the cosmetic, type during fabrication and minor test anomalies
which were mostly due to test equipment malfunctions. None of the defects
or anomalies resulted in the degradation of the rocket engine structural
or functional characteristics.
4. FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY DATA
The manufacturing of the REA's -were carried out in accordance
with the following plans which were prepared at the beginning of the con-
tract and approved by JPL:
"MV/M 73 REA Manufacturing Plan" dated April 21, 1972
"MV/M 73 REA Configuration Control Plan" dated March 17,
1972
The REA's were fabricated and assembled at TRW Systems between
February and August 1972. The parts list for all engines is shown in
Figure 4-1.
The fabrication, assembly, and test flow chart used for the engines
is shown in Figure 4-2.
The test procedures listed in Section 1 of this report were used
for fabrication, assembly and test of all flight engines.
4.1 CATALYST SUMMARY
The injector on each flight engine was loaded with 19. 0 to 19.3
grams of 20-30 mesh Shell 405. After loading the catalyst, a gap of
0.004 ± .001 inches remained between the injector body and retention
plate. This gap was closed by applying a torque of 70 ± 10 inch-pounds
on the JPL furnished weld fixture. A final torque of 85-90 in-lbs was
then applied prior to welding.
Each shell was loaded with 201.5 to 211.9 grams of 75% Shell 405
1/8 inch cylindrical pellets and 25% HA-3 1/8 inch cylindrical pellets.
After loading the catalyst into the shell a gap of 0.010 inches was
measured between the injector and shell. A torque of 25 to 30 inch-
pounds was then used on the weld fixture to close this gap and a final
torque of 35 inch-pounds was used prior to welding.
Figure 4-3 indicates the amount of catalyst and torque used for
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Figure 4-2. Rocket Engine Assembly
Test Flow Chart
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4.2 WEIGHT SUMMARY
Weight losses due to hot fire acceptance test and final weights of

























< . •Final weight prior to shipment; all plugs and closures removed.
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5. FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE NONREACTIVE TESTS
5. 1 WATER FLOW TESTS
The following water flow tests were conducted on the injectors prior
to catalyst loading.
5.1.1 Visual Water Flow Test
The visual water flow test was conducted as per Procedure JPL
EP-507020. The injectors were flowed at a water flow rate of
0 .22 ± 0.005 Ib/sec to visually verify that no holes were plugged and that
no burrs are causing distorted flow. The test setup conformed to
Figure 5-1 and is shown in the photograph in Figure 5-2.
5 .1 .2 Water Flow Patternation Test
The water flow patternation test was conducted on all injectors as
per Procedure JPL EP-507020. The injectors were flowed with the orifice
spray separator, JPL Drawing 10041448, at 0.16 ± 0.005 Ib/sec. The
test setup conformed to Figure 5-3 and is shown in the photograph in Fig-
ure 5-4. The separator outlet tubes were connected to 18 collector tubes
of sufficient size to allow at least 5 seconds of continuous flow. The dis-
charge volumes were measured and recorded in Figure 5-5. Maximum
deviation of any tube both above and below the average volume was re-
corded. (The maximum allowable deviation from the average volume
must be less than 20 percent. )
5.1.3 Injector Orifice Sizing
The orifice sizing was performed in accordance with Procedure
JPL EP-507020. After installing the screen Part No. 10013194-6 three
orifices were flowed for each injector and from this data an orifice size
was selected. The plug orifice (JPL Drawing 10045402) was to be sized
to have a pressure drop across the injector of 95
 + ^ g P3* at a flow rate of
0 .22 ± 0 . 0 0 2 lb/ sec water. The size of orifice selected for each engine
and the flow rate and pressure drop is shown in Figure 5-6.
5.1.4 Valve Calibration
Two flight type solenoid valves Part No. 10039802 were furnished
by JPL. The valves were water flow calibrated several times during the











Figure 5-1. Visual Observation Injector Flow Pattern Test Setup














— 18 COLLECTOR TUBES
Figure 5-3. Injector Flow Distribution Test Setup



















































































































































































103.54 psi @ 0.215 Ib/sec
101.88 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
99.0 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
100.9 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
102.9 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
97.5 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
100.5 psi @ 0.22 Ib/sec
Figure 5-6. Orifice Size and Injector Pressure Drop
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The valves were S/N 0003 and 0004 and the test sequence and engine
S/N used with each valve are as follows:
A. Valve S/N 0003 f i rs t calibration
Engine S/N 203 Valve S/N 0003 FA Test
Engine S/N 202 Valve S/N 0003 FA Test
Engine S/N 201 Valve S/N 0003 FA Test
Engine S/N 202 Valve S/N 0003 TA Test
B. Valve S/N 0003 second calibration
C. Valve S/N 0004 first calibration
Engine S/N 206 Valve S/N 0004 FA Test
Engine S/N 207 Valve S/N 0004 FA Test
Engine S/N 204 Valve S/N 0003 FA Test
Engine S/N 205 Valve S/N 0003 FA Test
D. Valve S/N 0003 third calibration
E. Valve S/N 0004 second calibration
Injector S/N 208 was water flowed with valve S/N 0004 twice, after
both calibrations of valve S/N 0004.
The test setup for calibrating the valves conformed to Figure 5-7.
The data and plots for the valve calibrations are shown in the following
figures:
First calibration Valve S/N 0003 Figures 5-8 and 5-9
First calibration Valve S/N 0004 Figures 5-10 and 5-11
Second calibration Valve S/N 0003 Figures 5-12 and 5-13
Second calibration Valve S/N 0004 Figures 5-14 and 5-15
Third calibration Valve S/N 0003 Figures 5-16 and 5-17
The change in slope of the valve calibration curves is apparently a
characteristic of the valve. See Appendix E for the calibration data and
sizes of flow meters and pressure transducers used on the water flow tests,
5. 1.5 Valve-Injector Combination Flow Calibration
The valve-injector combination for each engine was water flow


























































































*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All others with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures measured with Alinco S/N 34814
Figure 5-8. Valve S/N 0003 Water Flow First Calibration Data
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*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All others with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures measured with Alinco S/N 34814
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*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
**Pressure measured with Taber S/N 661433
All others with Alinco S/N 34814

























































































*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
**Pressure measured with Taber S/N 661433
All others with Alinco S/N 34814
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*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
**Pressures measured with Taber S/N 661433
All other with Alino S/N 34814




. 01 1. 0
Flow Rate, lb/ sec
Figure 5-17. Valve S/N 0003 Water Flow Third Calibration
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valve assembly Part No. 10039802 supplied by JPL with a propellant
valve inlet adapter was attached to the injector-orifice combination. The
combination was flowed over the range of 0. 04 to 0.25 Ib/sec with water.
The total pressure drop versus flow rate was measured for each combina-
tion at a minimum of 12 points during increasing flow rate and at a mini-
mum of 12 points during decreasing flow rate. The test setup was as shown
in Figure 5-18. The data for each injector (201, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207
and two different tests on 208) is tabulated and plotted in Figures 5-19
through Figure 5-34.
5 .1 .6 Water Flow Bench - Instrumentation
During the water flow bench calibration of the MV/M '73 valves and
injectors two error analyses were conducted. The first for pressure
measurement and the second for flow measurement. The error analyses
are presented in detail in Appendix "A" and will be summarized herein.
5 .1 .6 .1 Pressure Measurement
The pressure measurement uncertainty estimate was obtained from
five system level end to end calibrations conducted in a manner to simulate
a worst-case test condition (i.e. , comparison of transducer output to the
calibration standard sixteen hours after initial adjustment of transducer
zero and full scale output).
The results of this calibration shown in Figure 5-35 indicate a max-
imum nonlinearity of nearly 1 percent at 4 psia decreasing to approximately
0.2 percent at the full scale level. While these levels are within the spec-
ification requirement of ± 1 percent a second (0 to 50 psia) transducer was
installed for lower range pressure measurements thereby assuring
uncertainty of measurement well within specification requirements.
Two notes of significance regarding this data are warranted. First,
the discontinuity in nonlinearity between 15 and 20 psi is attributed to the
fact that two calibration standards were employed (0 to 15 psia and 0 to 300
psia). Second, the hysteresis exhibited is atypical of strain gauge trans-
ducers and the inconsistency of the hysteresis at low pressures relative to















































































































Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
Pressure Transducer Alinco S/N 34814
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Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
Pressure Transducer Alinco S/N 34814
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*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures with Alino S/N 34814
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*flow Heter S/N Space T-MF-1 CPotter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures with Alino S/N 34814
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*flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures with Alino S/N 34814
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Figure 5-28. Valve-Injector Calibration Data, Injector S/N 206
Valve S/N 0004
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Water Flow Rate Inlet Water Pressure Drop












































































*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures with Alino S/N 34814
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*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (-Potter)
All other flows with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
All pressures with Alino S/N 34814
Figure 5-31. Valve-Injector Calibration Data, Injector S/N 208




Figure 5-32. Valve-Injector Calibration Data, Injector S/N 208




















































































*Flow Meter S/N Space T-MF-1 (Potter)
All others with Flow Meter S/N 32997 (Foxboro)
**Pressures measured with Taber S/N 661433
All others with Alinco S/N 34814
Figure 5-33. Valve-Injector Calibration Data, Injector S/N 208




Figure 5-34. Valve-Injector Calibration Data, Injector S/N 208
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5.1.6.2 Flow Measurement
The analysis of water flow measurement was also made on a worst
case basis. The components of uncertainty developed as a percent of the
lowest flow rate (0 .04 Ibm/sec) are: flow meter calibration conversion
factor (K-Bar) shift, electronic counter accuracy and the effect of tem-
perature variations on the volume to mass conversion factor (K-Bar) .
The flowmeters calibrations were conducted at a maximum of 3
month intervals by an independent firm using NBS certified equipment and
MIL Standard Procedures. A value of 0. 5 percent, which actually repre-
sents greater than twice the maximum shift in any point occurring in con-
secutive three month calibrations, was assigned for this uncertainty source.
In general, the shifts observed are less than 0.25 percent for flow rates
greater than 35 percent of full range. Since TRW used two flowmeters
for flow measurement and neither was used below the 35 percent point the
estimate of ± 0.5 percent can be considered conservative.
The uncertainty attributed to the electronic counter has two compo-
nents. These are (1) time base stability which over the TRW 12 week cal-
ibration cycle is 0. 0024 percent and (2) a ±1 count error in the display which
constitutes an error of ±0. 025 percent at the 0. 04 Ibm/sec flow rate. The
sum of these two components, 0.027 percent, represents the total uncer-
tainty attributable to this source.
Finally, the conversion factor for volume to mass units was based on
a 70 F water temperature, thereby introducing an error, if the water
temperature is allowed to vary over the specification range of ± 5 degrees.
This error source, which is simply the difference in water density from
70 F at the two extremes amounts to ± 0.064%.
The sum of the components of uncertainty for each source results
in an overall estimate of ± 0.591 percent at the 0.04 Ibm/sec flow rate.
Since the major contributer to the total (i.e. , flowmeter calibration
uncertainty) decreases with increasing flow rate the specification require-
ment for flow measurement is asserted to be satisfied over the entire
flowmeter range.
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5.2 PROOF AND LEAK TEST
The proof test -was conducted on each engine as per Procedure
JPL EP-507023 after engine assembly and flange machining. The engine
assemblies were subjected to a proof pressure test using GN-. Pressure
test fixture, Part No. 10001238-2, and injector inlet adapter fitting, was
installed as shown in Figure 5-36. A pressure of 450 psig was applied
and held for 5 minutes then reduced to 0 psig. This cycle was repeated
a total of three times for each engine.
The leak test was conducted prior to and after vibration tests as per
Procedure JPL, EP-507023. The engines were subjected to a leak cycle
check using Helium as a pressurizing agent. Pressure test fixture, Part
No. 10001238-2 and injector inlet fitting, was installed as shown on Fig-
ure 5-36. The leak check was performed for 12 minutes at 300 psig using
a helium leak detector, and leakage was to not exceed 10 sec/sec on the
injector to shell interface and the PC tube to shell weld joint. All the
engines passed this test.
5.3 VIBRATION TESTS
All flight engines were subjected to the TA vibration requirements
and were conducted as per Procedure JPL EP-507025. Each engine was
mounted and instrumented as shown in Figure 5-37 and the tests were con-
ducted under ambient conditions.
The first flight engine to be vibrated was S/N 203 and the vibration
requirements were as per JPL Spec TS506207A. The specified sinusoidal
vibration spectrum and random vibration spectrum for this first engine is
shown in Figure 5-38 and 5-39 respectively.
The remaining of the engines were vibrated as per JPL Spec TS506207B,
The senusoidal vibration spectrum as per the "B" revision specification is
shown in Figure 5-40. Sweep rate was 3 octaves per. minute and the fre^-
quency sweep was 5 to 2000 Hz and back to 5 Hz. The amplitude levels
specified were applied separately to each of the three mutually perpendicu-
lar axes, one of which lies along the longitudinal axis of the engine. The
random vibration spectrum is shown in Figure 5-41. The vibration was
applied to the three mutually perpendicular axis one of which lies on the






















































































































































































24 DB/OCT OR GREATER ROLLOFF
BELOW 20 HZ AND ABOVE 2000 HZ
10-4LJIU
 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,
10'
TA: 60 SEC AXIS 10 G RMS
FA: 20 SEC AXIS 6 G RMS
FREQUENCY HZ
Figure 5-41. Random Vibration Spectrum
60
A photograph of an engine mounted in the vibration fixture is shown
in Figure 5-42.
The sinusoidal and random vibration data plots for the various flight
approval engines are shown in the following figures:
Engine S/N 203 Figures 5-43 through 5-67
Engine S/N 201 Figures 5-68 through 5-74
Engine S/N 204 Figures 5-75 through 5-83
Engine S/N 205 Figures 5-84 through 5-92
Engine S/N 206 Figures 5-93 through 5-101
Engine S/N 207 Figures 5-102 through 5-110
All above tests were performed in Building M-1 Environmental
Laboratory of TRW Systems Group between May and August of 1972.





TEST; Low Level Sine DATE:5/2/22.
SPECIMEN: MVM Rocket Engine Propellant
Subsystem
_S/N:J03_
TEST AXIS: z -z
TEST LEVEL; Flight Approval
RESPONSE OF: Control Monitor
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5 6 T e 910 5 6 7 8 9100 2
FREQUENCY - H,
Figure 5-43




TEST; Sinusoidal Vibration DATE;5/9/77
SPECIMEN: HM Rocket Engine Propellant
Subsystem S/N:
TEST AXIS; Z-Z
TEST LEVEL: Flight Approval
RESPONSE OF: Control Monitor








SPECIMEN: MVN Hocket Engine Projiellant
RESPONSE OF: Control Monitor




TEST: ..Random .V.ibration._ DATE: 5/9/72
SPECIMEN. _MVM Rock£t..En8.1nB.Jropel]jnt_
^ Subsystem sm: 20
TEST AXIS: Z-Z
TEST tEVEL: .... Flight Approval
PSD PLOT OF: Control. MonJtor.







HS1 Random Vibration. UAIE : s/ lo/72
SPLCIMLN: MVN Rocket Inijinc Propel Idnt.
Subsystem S/N: ?03
ItSl AXIS:
ItSI UVU: Fl iijht Appnivdl
Control Monitor
NOIES: Run T ime ] 20 Seconds









SPECIMEN; MW Rocket Engine Propellant ;: RESPONSE PLOT ;
:~-rr~:-.TTj:i|:;::|:-T:virniirrq::
• ^ • • < - i H i l . ! ! • ! : ; . ; • • • ! rT l i i i l i ' i ' '
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IESF: Sinusoidal Vibration OATE:
SPECIMEN: MVH "ockut Irigine Propel lanl
_S/N: /1"_J_
T E S T AXIS: «-X
IE51 LEVEL: ''I'1)!"- Approval
RESPONSE OF: Control Monitor






'EST; Slnuioicul Vibration DATE: 5/9/7?




ItST: RAnilon Vibration DATE 579/7Z .__
SPtClMF-N: MVH Kocket Lnglne Propellant
Subsystem s/N: 203
TtSl AXIS: X-X
TtSI LfVt l : Flight Approval
PSOPLOioH: Control Monitor.
NOTES: Run Time 20 Seconds






SPECIMEN: HVH Rocket Engine PropeUant
TEST AXIS: 1-1
TEST LEVEL; Flight-Approval




TEST; Ion Level Vibration DATE: 5/9/72
Subsystem 203
RESPONSE OF: Control Monitor
:;j:::j,jt|.U|juMl|;;;!!!:!;!:>:::|;;i|:
||f|f||p*$&$
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Figure 5-52
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TEST; <;<n,,<n<H^l Vlhratlnn DATE: 5/9/7!
SPECIMEN; MVH Rockpt Engine Propellant
Subsystem
TEST AXIS; Y-Y
TEST LEVEL: flight Approval
Up Swfpp S» 3.0 Octaves
Per Minute














2 3 « 5 6 7 8 9100 2
FREQUENCY - H,
3 4 5 6 r a 91000
Figure 5-53
TEST: Simisnidal Vibration DATE: 5/9/7!
SPECIMEN; MV" Rocket Engine Propellant
Subsystem S/N:
TEST AXIS: Y-Y
TEST LEVEL: Flight Approval
RESPONSE Of: Control
NOTES: Down Swoop P 3.0 octaves
per minute
1.0
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HM. KjiiJom Vibi-iintm HAH
MVM KiKU't
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5 6 T B 9 10
Figure 5-56
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T E S T : Sinusoidal Vibration DATE:5/9/7Z
SPECIMEN: MVM Rocket Engine
T E S T LEVEL: Flight Approval
NOTES- "p Sweep (* 3.0 octaves per mm.





TEST: Sinusoidal VihfaHnn DATE; 5/9/72,
SPECIMEN: MVM Rocket Engine ProneTlant
9100 2 3 4 5 6 f a 91000
FREQUENCY - H.
Figure 5-58
TEST: Random Vibration DATE: 5/10/72
SPECIMEN: MVH Rocket tnaine
Propellan.t Subsystem . .. SIM
T t S T A X I S : L-L
T E S T L E V E L : . Fl iglit Approval
PSOI'LOr OF: Control
NOTES: Run.Time 20 Seconds
(1 A 6 . 0 r.nns M1W 6/32,-ns SI sec SR /,
0.001
Figure 5-59
TEST: Low Level Sine DATE:5/2iZ!
SPECIMEN: MVH Rocket Engine Propellant
TEST LEVEL; Flight Approval
RESPONSE OF: Control
NOTES: 0.25 Grms @ 3.0 octaves per





- Sinusoidal Vlbratlgn OMl-.'i/'illL
sri« IMIN: MVMJtnckpt Injlne Propel I ant
SulisyUPm S - N - 'I(n
1FSI AXIS: x \
1CSI LEVEL: ritglit Approval
RESPONSE OF; IJmtrol _ _
NOUS: Up Swci?|i g 3.U octave;
per tiiitnil.'
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Figure: 5-61
TEST: Sinusoidal Vibration DATE:5/9/72
SPECIMEN: HVM Rockrt I'mjtne
S/N:
ItSl AXIS : ^-_X _
















US' Kdmloni Vitinition »Arf b/9/72
M'liliMIN. HVH liotkiil Lnginc
t'< up-) l.int. 'iiil''.y*.t<:m S/N- -^
it:;i AMS x-x
II M 11 VI I II i[|lit Approval
r.ni-i ill (ii: Control . ..

































TEST: """ low Level Sine DATE:5/9/72 :.:::: - : : . ;'; ;r-:ii:i i!:::::::j!ii:
SPECIMEN: MVM Rocket Engine Propel lant -y- RESPPNSE ^^ H-f— -t— .--jt-r:
Sulisvstcm S/N: 203 '! " " : :. ' ' • i l - - . v - - - - ^ f h - -
TEST AXIS: y'T :'.• • • • • ' • •• - .1-.—-.. ., '.I*'.'-" ....','.'..
; ; ; .
T£ST LEVEl.: Flight Approval , . ; • - ] ' " i"! ' • • • ; ; •
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5 6 T a »100
• ritCQUtlMCY - H,
J « 5 6 7 t 91000 3 4 S
Figure 5-64
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NOTES: Down Sweep P 3.0 octaves per
TEST; Sinusoidal VihraHon DATE; 5/9/7?







5 6 7 t 510
Figure 5-66
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IISI KjiiJom Vibrat ion DATE: 5 / 9 / 7 2 . _
SPECIMEN: MVM Rocket Engine Propellant
Subsystem g/fj. 203
TtSI AXIS: "-¥.
HSi IEVH: Flight Approval . ..
I'SOI'IOI OF: Control
NOIES: Run Time 20 Seconds
II A f ' - 0 | ; .tntfi/tt rii-i SI see SR
FREQUEIfCY - H,
Figure 5-67
TEST; Sinusoidal Vibration DATE; 7/6/7?
SPECIMEN: MVH 73 REA
_S/N._201_
TEST AXIS: *->
TEST LEVEL; Flight Approval
RESPONSE OF: Control
NOTES: Upsweep Only














TESI: Sinusoidal Vibration DATE:7/6/?2
SPECIMEN: H V H 7 3 HfA
JS/N: J£
ItST AXIS:
I IEVEL; flight Apliro»al
RESPONSE OF: Control
NOTES: UpswLM-p (riiiii 1700 Hz Down
1
 RESPONSE PLOT
i:; !h • . :;
i-v..*:-;:rM;-:1": • •' :;:::!:::!:i::^'|r
:
' • . . ] ' " • ' i ' I
' '•"> -A - . . I . - ! i i ' i . i : :
 ; . ' . . . . | . • • ;
!' ' I •' :|! ' i ' i : i 'T ' • ' ' ' ! Start Upswcelps eep
, : , - . : . , . . ! , . . . ; . ; / ! ! ; : , i : | : | . , . ,
; • • - : • • ' -I j• —; ( ! • • • : • ; : .
i'.'tH ' ! . i i ' ' ' ;
I ' 9 6 7 6 9100 1 « 5 6 7 8 91000
Figure 5-69








O/AS.SGm.! FB»6/32 c o s S T stc SR
TEST: Random Vibration DATE
SPECIMEN: WM 73 REA
0.1
9 6 7 9 >|Q
Figure 5-73
TEST: Random Vibration DATE
SPECIMEN: MVM 73 REA
0.1
0.001










SPECIMEN: MV/H/3 ttnckpt frujine
Si I'll iS
S 6 7 B 910 6 7 a 9100 2
PREQUENCY - H,
3 4 5 6 7 B 9)000
Figure 5-75
NOTES: D°wn Sweep 0 3.0 Oct/Min
Figure 5-76
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TEST: 'Random Vibration DATE: 8/10/72
SPECIMEN: MVM 73 Rocket Engine
0.001
Figure 5-77
TEST; Sine Vibration DATE; 8/10/7
SPECIMEN: HV/M 73 Rocket Engine
9 • T a 910
Figure 5-78
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TEST: Sinn Vlhraflnn DATE: aHfl/i
SPECIMEN: MV/M 73 Rocket Engine •r RESPONSE 'PLCiTl l i l -y ini i i rr I ; :




TEST: Random Vibration DATE: 8/10/72
SPECIMEN: HVH Rocket Engine
o > > 10
Figure 5-80
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SPECIMEN: HV/M 73 Rocket Engine
Figure 5-81
SPECIMEN: HV/M 73 Rocket Engine





TESI: Rjndom Vibration DATE: 8/10/72.




PSD PLOT OF; Control
NOTES: 20 Sec. Duration







TEST: Sine Vibration DATE: 8/10/7
5 6 7 8 910
Figure 5-84
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5 6 7 < 9)0 5 6 r B 9100
FREQUENCY - H,
Figure 5-85
TEST: Random Vibration DATE: 8/10/72







T E S T : Sini! Vilinitiun
SPCCIMEN; HV/M 73 Rm:kct Engine
NOTES: Up S«iM}|i P 3.0 Oct/Hin
.9 6 T e 9 10
Figure 5-87
NOTES: Down Sweep ia 3.0 Oct/Hin






TEST: Random VI bratton._. DATE: 8/10/72__








NOUS. ,20 Sec. Duration
0 A5.8 r.rms FBW 6/32rps ST sec SR
0.001
Figure 5-89
TEST: Sine Vibration DATE8/10/72
SPECIMEN; HV/M 73 Rocket Engine
S/N: 205
NOTES: Up Sweep 9 3.0 Oct/HIn
» 6 r • 9|Q
Figure 5-90
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T E S T : Sine Vibra t ion . DATE: 8/10/7
SPECIMEN: MV/M 73 Rocket Ermine
3 4 5 6 7 8 9100 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910005 6 7 6 910 3 4 3
Figure 5-91





PSD PLOT OF: .Control
NOTES: 20. Second Duration









TEST: Sinusoidiil Vibrat ion QATE: .8/j^
SPECIMEN: !m !:(
1ESI AXIS: /-/
RESPONSE OF: Control Accoleromoter
NOTES: Up swi-fp E> 3.0 oct/inin
RESPONSE PLOT
* 5 6 T e 9100 2











NOTES. Down sweep 8 3.0 oct/min
lVttSPONsrPLOT;j;'-:;-^;:':i;:;I;::J^![y:
-v-*—





u.s,. Random Vibration |)ME: S/9/7J
SI'U:iMLN: MVM 73 Rocket Lntjine
sm: 206
USI A X I S : L~!-
TEST LEVEL: Acceptance








Rocket Enoine S/N: 206
TEST AXIS: X-X
TEST LEVEL: Acceptance
Control AccelerometerRESPONSE Of: .
NOTES: UP sweep 9 3.0 oct/min
RESPONSE PLOT









































VibiMtiun PATE-.UlSJJjLE S T :
SPICIMEN: MVH 73 KocM't. Engine
v-rESI AXIS:_




Contro l Acct ' lcrorncter
^1.0 oct /min
RESPONSE PLOT
» 6 ' 8 9)0 5 6 7 8 9100 2
FREQUENCY - H,












NOTES: Down sweep P 3.0 oct/min












psn IM OT of: Control Acceleromtitcr
NUI ts- ^O Sec. Duration












1EST: Sine Vibration DATE; 6/10/7
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Figure 5-103
TEST: Random Vibration,- D ATE: ,.a/.UI/J2_
SPECIMEN: __ MVM. 73 .Rocket .Engine
S/N:_2Q7
TESTAXIS : X -X
TEST LEVEL: .Acceptance.
PSD PLOT OF: Control.








TEST: Sinn Vibrat ion DATE:
SPECIMEN: HV/H /:< Rncki-t I'miinc-
NOTES: "P Suivp H 3.0 Oct /Hin
5 6 r « 911) 3 4 1
Figure 5-105
TEST; Sine Vibration DATE:8/lp/7j








H'SI: Random Vibration . DATE: .8/10/72
SPECIMEN: MVM 73 Rocket Engine
S/N: 207
I I S I AXIS: Y-Y
ILSI UVEL: Acceptance ... . _.
I'SDI'LUIOF: Control
NUIES 20 Sec Duration






TEST: Sine Vibration DATEfi/10/72
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T E S T : Sine »tbr.ition DATE: 0/10/7




NOTES: 0"nn Sui'ep P 3.0 (Ict/Min
ij;: RESPONSE PLOT I
Till ]I i l l '
mm
" H i u M
tnjiHjiiiM^i
I:TI ru-tntf i
v l_. i.:? UJJ.iJ!!!
Ijlffitil \W$$$3. [if
"'fiilli:
i ! ; : ! i !S- :^!! i l i lJI | | !J! | lp;
9100 2
FREQUENCY - H,
3 « 5 e r e 91000
Figure 5-109
o.i
TEST: JandOmJfibritiOIL DATE: 8/10/12_
SPECIMEN: MV/H 73 Rocket Engine
TEST AXIS: Z-Z
TEST LEVEL: Acceptance
PSD PLOT OF: _.. Control
NOTES: 20 Sec. Duration







6. FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE HOT FIRE TESTS
6. 1 TEST REQUIREMENT
The engine flight acceptance test requirement is as follows with the
transition period from one thrust level to the next not greater than 5




























To be accepted, in addition to structural survival of the tests, the engine
must demonstrate characteristics of performance as specified as follows:
a) Specific impulse (F/W: Shall not be less than
228 Ibf - s/lbm at 55 Ibf and 218. 5f - s/lbm at
10 Ibf thrust, minimum specific impulse shall
vary linearly between these limits.
b) Characteristic velocity (Pc. AT. G/W): Not less
than 4100 ft/ sec at any thrust level.
c) Engine roughness: Engine roughness shall not
be greater than 10 perce'nt of chamber pressure
for chamber pressure oscillations of less than
50 Hz at any thrust level; and shall not be greater
than 5 percent of chamber pressure for chamber
pressure oscillations of 50 Hz or greater at any
thrust level.
6. 2 TEST INSTALLATION
The FA hot firing tests were conducted at the TRW Systems Capis-
trano Test Site in the High Energy Propellant Test Stand (HEPTS). The
HA3A test cell was used and the testing was conducted in accordance with
Procedure JPL EP-507026.
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Each engine was assembled with insulation (Part No. 10000908-1
and 10000908-2), thrust vector control support (Part No. 10000936-2),
propulsion subsystem thrust plate (Part No. 10040182) and mounted in the
altitude test cell. The pressure in the test cell was maintained continu-
2
ously at less than 0. 16 Ib/in one hour before, during, and at least 10
hours after each test. The test setup schematic for the acceptance test
is shown in Figure 6-1. The instrumentation used for the test is shown
in Figure 6-2.
A pictorial view of the thrust stand used for the engine tests is
shown in Figure 6-3. Photos of the thrust stand with an engine installed
is shown in Figure 6-4.
Three JPL furnished drums of hydrazine were used throughout the
entire TA and FA test program. The hydrazine analysis for each of these
drums is shown in Figure 6-5. Prior to each engine start fuel samples
were taken and filed for future analysis if required.
6. 3 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
Presented in Figures 6-6 through 6-11 is a summary of the steady
state hot fire acceptance test data obtained from each flight engine. The
parameters included in the summary are: inlet pressure, vacuum thrust,
chamber pressure, fuel flow rate, propellant temperature, characteristic
exhaust velocity (C-star) vacuum specific impulse and vacuum thrust co-
efficient. In addition, engine roughness (peak-to-peak high range chamber
pressure) and catalyst bed resistance are also presented as a measure of
overall engine operation during each test. The parameters presented,
with the exception of roughness, for each data slice were averaged over a
five second span with the midpoint at the indicated slice time.
A number of adjustments were made to the "as measured" data.
These include: correction of thrust and chamber pressure for transducer
zero shift, correction of measured throat area for thermal expansion,
correction of valve and injector water flow calibration data for differences
between water and hydrazine density, differences between calibration and
hot fire test propellant temperature conditions, and an adjustment for an
apparent bias in the water flow calibration data indicated by the re-water
flowing of injector S/N 208. The adjustments were made to the "as
measured" data by the following procedures:
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y.ero sh i f t — The zero levels for thrust (uncorrected) and
chamber pressure were determined by averaging the post-
test levels over a five second span beginning 10 seconds
after the end of each test. These values were then sub-
tracted from the thrust (vacuum) and chamber pressure to
correct for zero shift.
Throat area correction — The as measured throat area was
corrected for thermal expansion by a JPL supplied equation
as a function of measured throat temperature.
= 0.9925 ATC + 2 [(0.9925 AT C ) (B + CTT + D T T ) ( T T - 70)]
where:
A_, = throat area
.A™.-, = throat area calculated with temperature of 70 F
B - 6. 67 x 10"6
C = 1. 19 x 10~9
D = 1. 75 x 10"13
T = throat temperature, F
Water flow calibration correction — The water flow bench
pressure drop data were corrected to the actual hot f i re
test conditions by multiplying the water flow pressure
drop by the ratio of the density of water at 70°F to the
density of hydrazine at the hot fire test conditions.
Water flow measurement bias correction — The "as
measured" water flow pressure drop data for all valve
injector combinations were adjusted by an equation devel-
oped from the two series of calibrations conducted with
injector S/N 208. The pressure drop correction equation
is :
AP = -0. 10898 w + 1.0324
corr
AP = ratio of corrected to
corr . . ,. .
original valve/injector
pressure drop
w = water flow rate, Ibm/sec
This factor represents the change observed for S/N 208
valve/injector combination and was used as a multiplier







1 FUEL TANK PRESSURE VALVE
2 FUEL TANK VENT VALVE
3 FUEL TANK SAFETY VALVE
4 JPL ENGINE FIRE VALVE
5 FUEL SYSTEM BLEED VALVE
Figure 6-1. Test Setup for Engine Hot Fire Tests
Parameter
Pressure Fuel Tank (P,)
Pressure Fuel Valve Inlet (P )
Chamber Pressure (P .)
Chamber Pressure (P _.)
Thrust (Fj)
Thrust (F2)
Fuel Flow Rate (w-1)
Fuel Flow Rate (w-2)
Cell Pressure (Pa]t_,)
Cell Pressure (Pa]t_2)
Throat Temperature (T )
Chamber Temperature (T )
Fuel Temperature (T,)
Valve Temperature (T )
Thrust Plate Temperature (T )
P
Injector Temperature (T.)

































Speedomax/D i g i ta1





Speedomax/D i g i taI
Speedomax/Digital
Speedomax/Digital













Figure 6-3. MV/M 73 Thrust Stand
100







Density at 77°F, g/ml




bution per 100 ml
6 - 1 0 micron
1 1 - 2 5 micron
26 - 50 micron
51 - 100 micron





















































NR* = Not Required
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The f ina l co r rec t ion to the cat jxlyst bed res i s tance was in i t i a t ed by
a concern over the results of the water flow calibrations conducted on both
S/N 0003 and S/N 0004 propellant valves. The results from both tests
indicated a change in slope at the lower propellant flow rates (0. 15 to 0. 04
Ibm/sec). This change in slope also corresponded to a change in slope
of the calibration of the pressure transducer used for the original water
flow calibrations of both valves and the valve/injector combinations
through Engine S/N 207. A change to the water flow bench instrumenta-
tion and calibration method was then incorporated to improve the accura-
cy of the lower range data. A lower range (0 to 50 psia) pressure trans-
ducer was installed and was recorded for the lower range flow rates.
Then, following the calibration and hot fire testing of the final two
units, a special calibration series using both propellant valves and in-
jector S/N 208 was conducted to resolve any biases in the determination
of pressure drop in either the valve or valve/injector water flow calibra-
tions. In addition to using a lower range pressure transducer, the sensi-
tivity of both the flow rate measurement and pressure measurement were
expanded to gain significant digits. The results of the special calibration
series on valve S/N 0004 shown in Figures 5-14 and 5-15 indicated the
same change in slope observed in the original data. It is concluded, on
the basis of this calibration that the change in slope observed during the
valve calibrations was not due to instrumentation errors but is apparently
a characteristic of the valve. This conclusion is further supported by the
results of the valve/injector combination calibration which did not show a
change in slope over the full range of flow rate. The recalibration of in-
jector S/N 208 with valve S/N 0004 shown in Figures 5-33 and 5-34 did,
however, exhibit a different pressure drop characteristic from the orig-
inal calibration series. The increase in pressure drop ranged from
approximately 3 percent at the low flow rates (0. 05 Ibm/sec) to 0. 8 per-
cent at the high flow rate (0. 24 Ibm/sec).
The final resistance correction, then, was achieved by recalcu-
lation of the original valve/injector combination pressure drop during the
ing the hot fire tests and correcting it by the observed change in injector
S/N 208. The correction factor was applied for all the hot fire test data
including the last two units (S/N 204 and S/N 205) even though some
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improvement to data acquisition was made prior to these tests. This is
justified by the assertion that the final improvements to the recording
system, initiated for the special calibration series, -were the primary
cause for the differences observed between the original and final calibra-
tions conducted on injector S/N 208.
A review of the engine performance data (C-star, specific impulse,
and thrust coefficient) presented in Figures 6-12 through 6-14 revealed
that at least one specific impulse value for engines 204, 205, 206, and 207
fell below the minimum specification limit for the lowest inlet pressure
(80 psia). Both values of specific impulse for engine S/N 204, however,
were observed to be below the minimum specification limit. All of the
characteristic exhaust velocity (C-star) values exceeded the specification
minimum of 4100 ft/sec. Two out of specification roughness values were
also observed. The first occurred during test 105 (engine 207) at the
lowest inlet pressure level and exceeded the low frequency roughness
specification (_+ 10 percent) by 2 percent. The second occurred during test
107 (engine 204) also at the lowest inlet pressure level and exceeded the
specification by the same amount. On the basis of the above it is recom-
mended that a review of the specific impulse minimum requirement be
initiated to determine if a lower specific impulse can be tolerated within
the expected mission duty cycle constraints. If not, then engines S/N 205,
206, and 207 can only marginally be recommended based on the average
of the two low inlet pressure tests. For flight use Engine S/N 204, which
exhibited below average specific impulse throughout, can not be recom-
mended for flight use.
A statistical summary of the steady state performance is shown in
Figure 6-15. Included are the mean values and 3 sigma engine to engine
scatter demonstrated by the six flight engines. Comparison of the engine-
to-engine variations in specific impulse, thrust, C-star, chamber pressure
and thrust coefficient demonstrated by the Mariner '69 flight engines to
the MV/M '73 flight engines indicated, in general, a reduction in scatter
from the Mariner '69 engines. The only exception being the scatter in
vacuum thrust, which increased from 3. 1 percent to 3. 8 percent. The
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A summary of the corrected catalyst bed resistance as a function of
flow rate for all the flight engines is shown in Figure 6-16. Review of the
data indicates a fairly wide range of resistances across the engine set
especially at the high flow rate. Closer inspection reveals that the en-
gines can be partitioned on the basis of catalyst bed resistance into like
sets (e.g. , S/N 203 and S/N 204). The only exception being S/N 205 which
exhibited a grossly lower catalyst bed resistance especially at the middle
to high flow rate range.
6.4 START-UP/SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS
Presented in Figures 6-17 to 6-22 are the results of the integration
of the start-up thrust and chamber pressure and shutdown chamber pres-
sure for all the Flight Acceptance engines. The integration was obtained
digitally at a maximum sample rate of 2500 samples per second over the
first 5 seconds and from shutdown to shutdown plus 10 seconds for each
test. In addition, the shutdown integration of chamber pressure was ob-
tained from both the high range pressure transducer and the low range
transducer. The high range transducer was used from full steady state
operation to the point where chamber pressure had decayed to 19 psia.
The low range transducer was then used for integration until either cham-
ber pressure decayed to less than capsule pressure or the time interval of
approximately 40 seconds was reached. This technique was used to pro-
vide the maximum accuracy available for shutdown integration. The only
corrections that were applied to these results were to adjust for thrust or
chamber pressure zero shift and to correct the integration data to the true
shutdown time recorded to the nearest millisecond by a digital voltmeter.
The oscillographs for each start-up and shutdown of every flight en-
gine is shown in appendix B.
A statistical summary of the start-up and shutdown integration for
all six flight engines is shown in Figure 6-23. A direct comparison of the
start-up mean value and scatter at 50 pounds thrust to those demonstrated
by the Mariner '69 engines is not possible due to the difference in defining
the interval for start-up integration. The Mariner '69 start-up interval
was defined as the time from valve signal to steady state chamber pres-
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integration interval defined in this manner will produce a larger amount of
scatter in startup impulse and chamber pressure integral. The close
agreement of the percentage scatter of the startup impulse to the chamber
pressure integral, for the MV/M '73 testing does, however, indicate a
very precise determination of the mean values especially for the 50 pound
thrust starts.
A direct comparison of the 50 pound thrust shutdown integration to
that measured during the Mariner '69 testing is possible because the inte-
gration intervals are defined the same and the results indicate a very close
agreement. The shutdown integration mean for the Mariner '69 engines
was 14.6 psia-sec, this compares to a value of 15.7 psia-sec for the
MV/M '73 engines. The variability from engine to engine, however, was
approximately one tenth of that demonstrated by the Mariner "69 engines.
Presented in Figure 6-24 is a summary of valve and engine startup
response times for all six flight engines. The valve opening time is mea-
sured from the receipt of valve signal to the first indication of poppet
travel. The chamber pressure response times are measured from the re-
ceipt of valve opening signal to the first indication of chamber pressure
rise. The valve opening times are not available for tests 101 and 102 be-
cause an apparent electrical saturation of both current and voltage signals.
6. S HOT FIRE TEST INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES
Presented in Figure 6-25 is an overall summary of the .assessment
of instrumentation and performance calculation uncertainties for the hot
fire testing conducted on the MV/M '73 Flight Acceptance engines. Also
included is a summary of the affects of these uncertainties on the key per-
formance parameters ( i .e . , specific impulse, C-star, and thrust coeffi-
cient). As is clearly evident from a review of the results a satisfactory
compliance to the specification requirement was achieved for nearly every
measurement type. The slightly higher than specification value for cham-
ber pressure at the low thrust level is compensated by the lower than re-
quired uncertainty in thrust and flow rate. As a result the uncertainties
in the key performance parameters are within desired goals.
The analysis of the thrust uncertainty was based on data acquired
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value applies to high thrust operation (50 pounds thrust) second
value applies to low thrust operation (12 pounds thrust).
>;=#These values are desired goals not specification requirements.
Figure 6-25. MVM '73 Instrumentation and Performance Uncertainties
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start of Flight Acceptance testing and is presented in detail in this report.
The analysis of the low range temperature measurements •was based on a
previous error analysis conducted at the CTS facility by TRW and is
summarized in this report. The high range temperature measurement
analysis was based on actual hot fire test data (i. e. , throat temperature
measurement) from MV/M '73 Flight Acceptance testing and is also pre-
sented in this report. The assessment of the remaining two measurement
types pressure and flowrate was based on the results documented from the
Mariner '69 Flight Acceptance Test Program (see appendix).
6. 5. 1 Thrust Measurement Uncertainties
This section presents the results of an error analysis conducted as
part of the MV/M '73 program to assure that the instrumentation uncer-
tainty associated with the measurement of thrust satisfies the specification
requirement of jf 1. 75 percent at all thrust levels. In addition to satisfying
the requirement, it was also the intent of the plan to reduce the individual
sources of uncertainty where possible by modifying the test stand or chang-
ing the methods of thrust reduction toward a goal of _+ 0. 5 percent (3 sig-
ma). The approach taken for the development of each uncertainty is in
accordance with the procedures developed in References 1 through 3 and
is formally documented in Reference 4. (See appendix C). The develop-
ment and presentation of each uncertainty estimate, therefore, is both
consistent with previous TRW error analyses and with generally accepted
standardized statistical techniques.
6.5.1.1 Summary
A summary of the thrust measurement uncertainties at 10 pound
increments from 10 to 50 pounds thrust is presented in Figure 6-26.
The precision estimates (3 times the sample standard deviation) and bias
estimates are stated as percentages of each thrust level. Each precision
and bias estimate was developed by combining the appropriate components
of static and dynamic uncertainties. The degrees of freedom associated
with each precision estimate was developed from the Welch-Satterthwaite
formula (Reference 1) and is a weighted average of the degrees of freedom



















































'Calculated from the Welch-Satterthwaite formula.
Figure 6-26. Overall Thrust Measurement Uncertainty
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A review of the overall estimates of-uncertainty indicates that the
specification requirement was met at every thrust level. In addition, the
uncertainty estimate at the 40 and 50 pound thrust level are very close to
the desired goal of jf 0. 5 percent as a result of the changes made to both
the stand and the reduction procedures. The continued review of the thrust
data during the testing program maintained the measurement of thrust
within the limits stated in this report.
6.5.1.2 Approach
The approach taken to develop the thrust uncertainty at each thrust
level has been documented in detail in Reference 4 and is attached as an
appendix. Briefly, however, the approach was to partition the components
of uncertainty into static and dynamic modes. The static components are
those associated with the end to end calibrations of the test load cell and
reference load cell. The dynamic components are those associated with
the difference (channel deviation) between the redundant thrust measure-
ment channels and the difference (shift) between the pre and post test thrust
zero level obtained from actual hot fire test data.
6.5.1/3 Statistical Model
The general statistical model which applies for the development of
total thrust uncertainty is a combination of bias estimates and precision
indices and can be expressed by the following equation:
U = (B + nS)
where:
B = bias estimate, non-random component of uncertainty
S = total precision index, random component of uncertainty
n = multiplying factor to establish desired confidence level,
in this case n = 3.
The bias estimate (B) is identified as the sum of the non-random
components that relate the measured value to the true value and are ob-
tained from the mean statistic. The precision index (S) is identified as the
sum of the random components of uncertainty and is developed from the
standard deviation statistic.
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The statistical model developed for the analysis of thrust measure
ment uncertainty can be expressed by the following equation:
2 2 2 2
SF = \/SCAL + SSTD + SCD + SZS
B = JA 2 + A 2
F \/ CAL STD
df =
CAL °STD CD aZS Welch-Satterthwaitel
dfCAL dfSTD dfCD d£ZS equation
where:
= Calibration to calibration precision index of test load
cell (% level)
=
 Preci-si°n index of standard load cell (% level)
= Run to run precision index of the thrust channel
deviation (% level)
/
= Run to run precision index of the thrust measurement
zero shift (% level)
= Calibration to calibration bias estimate of the test
load cell (% level)
estimate of the standard load cell
df _ . , df , df = degrees of freedom associated with each
Vj-ft-ij V_.JJ ZjO i. . . . i
corresponding precision index
6. 5. 1.4 Development of Estimates
The static mode calibration to calibration precision index and bias
of the test load cell were developed from a series of end to end calibra-
tions. The precision and bias estimates for each thrust level were ob-
tained from the differences (residuals) between the applied load and the
least squares line through the data. A summary of the calibration data
and resulting precision and bias estimates for each load cell are shown in
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during the thrust uncertainty development testing and those conducted
during the acceptance testing of the First Flight Acceptance (FA) engine.
A summary of the overall thrust calibration uncertainty associated with
the test load cell calibration is shown in Figure 6-29. The overall esti-
mate's (SCAr and ACAT ) were obtained by first statistically combining the
corresponding ascending and descending thrust level values for each load
cell bridge and then pooling across the two independent load cell bridges.
A metrology calibration of the reference load cell -was conducted
prior to the start of the thrust uncertainty development testing. As with
the test cell the bias estimate was developed from the residuals from the
least squares line through the data and in order to be conservative the
largest residual (0. 1%) was selected to be applied over the full thrust
range. An estimate of calibration to calibration precision was not availa-
ble from this single calibration and, therefore, a conservatively large
value of 0. 2 percent was assumed. This estimate is approximately 5 times
that indicated by the manufacturer's specification and is considered to be
reasonable based on previous analyses.
A summary of the dynamic mode zero shift precision index (S^c) de-
veloped from actual hot firing of a JPL supplied test engine and the FA en-
gines is shown in Figure 6-30. During the initial phases of the ho't fire
testing, however, modifications of the stand to reduce the pre to post test
zero shift were incorporated and therefore only the data starting with
Test 068 is applicable to the precision index and bias estimate. Later
testing of the Flight Acceptance Engines resulted in a still further change
in zero shift and therefore only the Flight Acceptance data was used to de-
velop the final zero shift precision index. The overall zero shift bias
estimate of 0. 028 pounds is accounted for in the reduction of test data by
applying a linearly varying zero adjustment with time to the individual
thrust data slice averages and therefore this bias is reduced to zero.
A summary of the dynamic mode precision index (SQJ)) associated
with the differences (channel deviation) between the two load cell bridges
is shown in Figure 6-31. Again, as with the development of the other dy-
namic components of uncertainty, the data from both the thrust uncertain-
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*These tests did not have sufficient post test data to obtain a compatible
post test zero level .
Figure 6-30. Summary of Pre/Post Test Zero Shift Data
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LEVEL TEST DURATION CHANNEL DEV
Ibf NO. sec. (E) , %






















STANDARD DEVIATION, % 0 084 .
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 22













STANDARD DEVIATION, % 0.089
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 13
Figure 6-31. Summary of Channel Deviation Data
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LEVEL TEST DURATION CHANNEL DEV
Ibf NO. ( sec. (E), % .













STANDARD DEVIATION, % 0.141
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 1 3 . .











111 - 100 -0.334
STANDARD DEVIATION, % 0.285
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 13
Figure 6-31. Summary of Channel Deviation Data (Continued)
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A summary of the individual static and dynamic sources of uncer-
tainty for each thrust level are shown in Figure 6-32. Note that for the
reference load cell the precision and bias estimates are assumed to be
constant with respect to thrust level. This is justified by the fact that the
estimates for the reference cell were inflated from those quoted by the
manufacturer. Additional inflation to account for lower thrust levels was
not considered necessary. In addition, the precision estimate of the thrust
zero shift data were available only for tests conducted over the full thrust
range. For the thrust levels other than 50 pounds, it was assumed that
the precision was constant. This assumption is based primarily on previ-
ous analyses and is considered to be reasonable for this measurement
system.
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6. 5. 2 Low Temperature Measurement Uncertainties
The type of transducers, platinum resistance emersion probes, used
to measure propellant temperatures in the range of 40 to 150 degrees
Farenheit have been analyzed by TRW during previous testing programs.
The previous analysis which involved special calibration tests conducted at
each of the three separate testing facilities at CTS is documented in detail
in Appendix "D". For convenience a short summary of the approach,
statistical model and results are presented in this section.
6. 5. 2. 1 Approach
The development of the data for an overall uncertainty estimate for
resistance emersion probes was carried out by a series of special cali-
bration tests. A known resistance was placed in the temperature lines at
the test stand and the output recorded at a digital voltmeter located in the
control room. The resistance was varied from a minimum value corres-
ponding to a temperature of 30°F to a value corresponding to 130°F. The
tests were conducted with nine triple bridge unit-sensor. Sets utilizing
four lines at each stand and a variety of amplifiers.
6.5.2.2 Statistical Model
Based upon the method by which the platinum resistance transducers
are used, the instrumentation uncertainties were conveniently partitioned
into three components of error. These are the uncertainties of the digital
acquisition system, the uncertainties of the calibration data, and the un-
certainty due to installation and systems effects. Based upon this con-
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= the fixed uncertainty of the digital system, % FS
= fixed uncertainty of the sensor calibration, % FS
f.
 L . 0 , = fixed uncertainty due to installation and systeminstal. & system
 e£fects> % FS
RANDOM UNCERTAINTY
2 2 , 2
* T = v DS «
installation and system
Where,
= the fixed uncertainty of the. digital system, % FS
uncertainty of the sensor calibration, % FS
instal & system = fixe<* uncertainty due to installation and system
y




k = tolerance factor
6. 5. 2. 3 Results
The uncertainties associated with the sensor calibration and instal-
lation/system effects defined by equations 1 and 2 were developed from
examining the differences between a true input load and the output of the
measurement device. The method and resulting statistics are desc.ribed
in detail in the appendix. The digital system was assigned a value of 0. 1
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percent fixed uncertainty based on the digital acquisition rate. The over-
all results of the analysis are presented in Figure 6-33. The values for
total uncertainty were converted to percent of reading by multiplying by
the ratio of the output voltage corresponding to 130 F to the voltage corres-
ponding to each temperature level. The values of uncertainty, then were
averaged to produce an estimate over the range of 30 to 110 F of 0. 55
percent. The value for the range between 110 and 150 F was taken to be
the estimate of 130 F.
Since no changes have occurred to degrade the measurement system
at CTS from the date of the original analysis no further testing to develop
additional data was conducted. The results from this original analysis,
then are asserted to be valid for the MV/M '73 testing conducted at the
CTS Hepts facility.
6. 5. 3 High Temperature Measurement Uncertainties
As part of the overall instrumentation error analysis, an evaluation
of the thermocouple data acquired from the Flight Acceptance Tests was
conducted to develop the estimates of uncertainty for temperatures in the
range of 150 to 2000 F. The data, specifically the two throat tempera-
tures, from each hot fire acceptance tests were utilized for the analysis
Temperature Fixed Random Total
Level Uncertainty Uncertainty.(3o) Uncertainty (3o)
% FS % FS % Reading
30 0.167 0.249 0.50
50 0.146 0.324 0.54
70 0.244 0.270 0.50
90 0.205 0.357 0.60
110 0.156 0.354 0.53
130 0.394 0.438 .. 0.83
Figure 6-33. Summary of Instrumentation Uncertainties
of the Platinum Resistance Transducers
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because the use of actual data from testing conducted during this program
was preferred over estimating the uncertainty from manufacturer's speci-
fications.
6. 5. 3. 1 Approach
The approach taken to develop the thermocouple temperature uncer-
tainty was based primarily on the assumption that the distribution of the
difference between the two thermocouples located in the throat section is
an indicator of the precision of thermocouple measurement. For this
specific test series, however, and additional assumption was necessary
because the order of the injection pressure levels was reversed after the
first acceptance test. It was assumed that this had no effect on the differ-
ences between the two throat temperatures. This approach is similar to
the approach used to evaluate truly redundant measurements. It differs by
the fact that for redundant measurements the bias or difference between
the two outputs is assumed to be zero whereas for this case the bias is
assumed to be not zero but constant from test to test on the same engine.
The procedure then was to first calculate the standard deviation of the
average of differences between the outputs of the two throat temperature
measurements for consecutive tests with the same engine. The standard
deviation for each pair of tests was then pooled across all the acceptance
engines to develop the overall statistic.
6. 5. 3. 2 Analysis
A summary of the throat temperature measurements from all of the
100 second flight acceptance tests as well as the differences in percent
for each pair of measurements is shown in Figure 6-34. A review of the
temperature differences indicated that tests 107 and 108 were significantly
different from the rest of the data set. Closer inspection revealed that
the data from thermocouple TTH-2 was non repeatible and therefore the
data from this series was not used for statistical analysis. The estimates
of uncertainty based on the remainder of the data set are shown in Fig-
ure 6-35. The three sigma uncertainty of approximately 2 percent may or
may not be conservative because of the assumptions involved in the de-
velopment of this statistic. Because of the absence of dual temperature
data at other locations on the engine this estimate is asserted to be valid
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Figure 6-35. Thermocouple Uncertainty-Summary-Range 150-2000°F
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6. 6 DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION PROCEDURES
The digital data acquired during the hot fire acceptance testing con-
ducted during the MV/M '73 program was processed by means of the
Capistrano Test Site Program one (CTSP1) data reduction program. The
program has the capability to process 50 input channels at sample rate
ranging from 39. 2 to 2500 samples per second at the maximum system
sampling rate. The minimum sampling rate channel utilized for MV/M '73
testing, however, was 78 samples per second thereby allowing for printout
of all channels every 0. 0128 seconds during startup and shutdown. A
summary of the channel assignments (i. e., sampling rate) for each key
performance parameter recorded during MV/M '73 hot fire testing is shown
in Figure 6-36.
In addition, the program has the capability to calculate 40 higher
order "Performance Parameters," (e.g. resistances, corrected throat
area, specific impulse). The only restriction is that a maximum of 70
parameters can be printed out for a single pass through the tape. The
program is arranged to printout the first 10 requested channels plus time
for the f irst 30 time slices, and then print the remaining parameters in
groups of 10 until all requested parameters have been printed. The
program will then return to the first requested group of parameters and
continue this scheme until all requested data has been printed.
The processing of the hot fire data is conducted in the following
manner. The zero and calibration files are processed first and a summary
is printed out of the channel assignments, parameter equivalents and the
zero and calibration count levels. From the calibration and zero files a
table of engineering unit conversion constants are established for all the
input parameters. The actual hot fire data file is then processed using
these constants to completion.
The integration of the thrust and chamber pressure is achieved by
summing the average times the interval of each data slice both at the start
and shutdown of each test. The cutoff criteria for startup integration is
defined at 5 seconds and is input as a constant. The shutdown integration




























Figure 6-36. MVM 73 Key Instrumentation Channel Assignments
at which low range chamber pressure has decayed to less than capsule
pressure or at the end of the data file (approximately 40 seconds after the
end of the test).
There is no capability for adjusting for zero drift during the reduction
of the data. The printout of the zero levels prior to and after the engine
firing are used for an adjustment of the data for zero shift after processing.
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7. PROBLEM AREAS
The major problem uncovered during fabrication and assembly of
the flight engines was the pressure transducer tube on JPL Drawing
10013190C.
The original pressure transducer tubes were fabricated of L-605
material by machining the outside of the tube, eloxing the 0. 064 inch I. D.
and then forming the tube. The tube was welded on to the shell and a leak
check of the weld was not made until the engine was completed.
Engine S/N 203 had the pressure transducer tube eloxed and the en-
gine passed all leak checks and completed FA testing at CTS. However,
on engine S/N 202 (TA Engine see TA Summary Report) the tube to shell
weld indicated a leak. The tube was welded on engine S/N 201 and a fix-
ture was constructed to leak check the weld prior to catalyst loading. Af-
ter checking the tube to shell weld a leak was found on engine S/N 201.
A thorough investigation was conducted which resulted in the follow-
ing:
a) Eloxing the 0. 064 I. D. of the L605 0. 125 inch O.D. tube
embrittles the inside of the tube. During welding there
is a high possibility of the tube cracking with a resultant
weld crack.
b) Hastelloy W filler rod is recommended for welding the
tube onto the shell rather than the L605 filler as called
out on JPL, Drawing 10013191.
The eloxed tube was removed on engine S/N 203 after FA tests by
maintaining the engine nozzle in the downward position and maintaining a
suction on the nozzle to remove all chips.
The eloxed tube was also removed on engine S/N 201, however since
this engine was not catalyst loaded the same precautions used on S/N 203
were not used.
New pressure transducer tubes were then fabricated by drilling the
I.D. of the tube and welding with a Hastelloy W filler rod. All engines
fabricated for MV/M73 program have the drilled pressure transducer tube
and Hastelloy W filler weld.
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During vibration and FA testing at CTS several test facility anom-
alies occurred. The vibration response was out of tolerance due to the
amplification of the JPL furnished vibration fixture. As more experience
was gained with the fixture the response was maintained in tolerance.
The FA testing anomalies were due to unforeseen minor failures of
supporting or controlling test components. These failures caused extra
starts and longer FA test times on several engines.
All the above vibration and testing anomalies are called out in Sec-











During random FA vibration response shows
engine was subjected to levels below and above
tolerance limits due to amplification of vibra-
tion fixture.
Vibration Fixture
This PFR written against vibration fixture
(See PFR #5652).
Engine S/N 203
During second 100 sec acceptance test facility
throttle valve timer anomaly caused engine to
be subjected to 200 psi chamber pressure versus
a required start pressure of 50 psi. Test was
terminated after 10 seconds.
Engine S/N 203
Engine roughness exceeded 5% of chamber pres-






5. 6% of PC
9. 5% of PC
8. 9% of PC
Pc = 104.48 psi
Pc = 50.46 psi
Pc=53.56 psi
During random vibration FA vibration response
plots indicate engine was subjected to levels be-
low and above 1. 5 db tolerance limits due to
fixture amplification and sensitivity of equip-
ment controls.
Engine S/N 201
During second throttle point on the pressure
increase acceptance test the facility tank pres-
sure regulator failed. Test was aborted and
repeated successfully. Engine S/N 201 had
thirty five (35) seconds of additional run time.
Engine S/N 204
During random vibration of 22-axis the response
was out of specification at 1400 to 1800 Hz. Max-










During random vibration of 22-axis the response
was out of tolerance at 1300 to 1800 Hz.
Engine S/N 206
During firing run HA3A-102 equipment failed to
maintain PC at 200 ±5 psia. PC degraded in
final 10 seconds to 193. 5 psia.
Engine S/N 206
Run HA3A-101, Specific Impulse was 218. 6 at
PC of 50 psi. JPL spec indicated specific im-
pulse should be 218.9.
Engine S/N 207
Run HA3A-105 Specific Impulse was 217.4 at
PC of 50 psi. JPL spec indicated specific im-
pulse should be 218.9.
Engine S/N 207
Run HA3A- 105- 1. Engine roughness was 12%
of PC for frequencies less than 50 GPS. JPL
spec indicated roughness should not be over
10% of PC.
Engine S/N 204
Firing Runs HA3A-107 and HA3A-108 Specific
Impulse below JPL specification
Run HA3A-107 Impulse was 217. 1 @ 50 PC,
should be 219. 1
Run HA3A-108 Impulse was 217. 8 @ 50 PC,
should be 219. 1.
Engine S/N 204
On firing run HA3A-107 engine roughness was
12%. JPL spec indicated roughness should not
exceed 10%.
PFR #5679 Engine S/N 205
During firing run HA3A-111 Specific Impulse
was 218. 1 at 50 PC. JPL spec indicated








New Technology Reporting on JPL Contract
9533G1 Fabrication and test of Rocket








As TRN Project Manager on Contract 953361, I. certify that a complete
search has been made with all project people worki.no on the contract
and no reportable items of New Technology have become apparent during
the length of this contract. This is not unusual since this contract
covered the fabrication and test of Rocket Engine Assemblies to JPL




cc: Herbert H. Rosen
Section 9.0 Final Report
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SYSTEMS 180 REV. 7-65
APPENDIX A
WATER FLOW BENCH UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES
155
INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE _„ 479? 38-009
G. J. Geier cc: See Distribution °«™ 18 May 1972
SUBJECT: Pressure Measurement System FROM: j. D. Dorman
Uncertainty on MVM'73 Program BLDG. M2 MM..STA. 2115C EXT. 61690(water flew test)
Reference: JPL Specification TS506207 Rev. A. Detail
Specification for MVM 73 Equipment Flight
Acceptance Tests
A study of the subject measurement uncertainty has been made in accordance
with your request. Uncertainty was determined using data from five system
level calibrations. A summary of all data is given in Figure 1. It is
concluded that these data demonstrate conformance to the System Uncertainty
requirements of Section 4.3.7 of the referenced document..
The procedures used in obtaining these calibrations simulate those which would
occur in worst-case test conditions. Transducer zero and full-scale output were
initially adjusted. Some sixteen hours later the data of Figure 3 were taken.
Transducer output was balanced to zero (full-scale output was not adjusted)
prior to the calibration of Figure 4. Data of Figures 5 and 6 were subsequently
taken without adjustment. Figure 6 data occured 20 hours after the last zero
adjustment and 40 hours after full scale had been set. Transducer zero and
full scale were then reset and Figure 7 data taken. Close correlation between
Figures 3 and 7 is evident.
Some comment regarding interpretation of the data is warranted. First, the
effect of errors in the standard calibration gauge is evident in two ways. These
are:
a) The non-linearity of the curves is not characteristic for a
strain-gauge type transducer. Such transducers always exhibit
smooth output curves between zero and full scale. The
discontinuity found between 15 and 20 psi points is therefore
due entirely to differences in the calibration gauges.
b) The hysteresis exhibited is also atypical of strain-gauge
transducers which always yield lower output at increasing
pressure than at decreasing pressure. The polarity of the
indicated hysteresis is that of the gauge and is associated
with frictional forces. The general"inconsistency of the
hysteresis, at pressures which are low with respect to the
range of each of the two gouges, also indicates that the





Significant improvement in the uncertainty at low pressures could be effected
through use of a Bridge Balance Unit having a finer potentiometer than is
contained in the balance unit used currently. It is now virtually impossible
to achieve initial zero balance to better than + 20 microvolts. At one psi
this offset represents an uncertainty +_ 2 percent of the reading. The measured
zero offsets were not used to correct calibration data since this practice is '
not part of the normal operating procedure.
Recent MVM-73 pressure data did not range below 3A psi. Inspection of
Figure 1 indicates a high probability that all pressure data is within the
required+ '1 percent uncertainty limit. An improved Bridge Balance Unit will be
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G. Geier cc Distribution DATE: June 21, 1972
FLOW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY FROM: J. D. Dorman
ON MV/M '73 PROGRAM WATER FLOW TEST .
 BLDG. M2 M*,LST*. 2115
Reference: JPL Specification TS506207 Revision A,
Detail Specification for MV/M '73
Equipment Flight Acceptance Tests
A study of the subject flow measurement uncertainty has been made in response to your
request. A worst case analysis demonstrates that the system uncertainty is less than
+ 0.6 percent of reading at 0.04 pounds per second Howrate (the MVM '73 minimum) and
Birnin.ishcs with increasing flow.rate. This is well within the + 1.0 percent required
by Section 4,3.7 of the referenced document.
Components of the flowmeter uncertainty are:
*-
Flowmeter Calibration + 0.5 %
Electronic Counter Accuracy + 0.027%
Temperature Effect on Water Density + 0.064%
Total + 0.591%
Deriviation of these values is described below:
Flowmeter Calibration - Flowmeters are calibrated at maximum three month intervals
or more frequently when in continuous use. Calibration is performed by an independ-
ent firm using NBS certified or traceable equipment and Mil Standard procedures. The
+ 0.5% value assigned is actually greater than twice the maximum shift in any point
occurring in consecutive three month calibrations.
In comparing points from these consecutive calibrations, variations in calibration
factor in excess of + 0.25% (but generally less than + 0.5%} occur frequently at
flowrates below 35 percent of full range. This results from the fact that, at low
flowrates, the frictional forces in the meters turbine mechanism are not completely
cancelled by the viscous forces of the fluid. TRW is currently using two flowrneters
of different ranges in this program. Neither meter is used below its 35% FS point
thus further assuring conservatism in the + 0.5% estimated uncertainty value for the
flowmeter performance.
Electronic Counter Accuracy - The uncertainty value for the Electronic Counter has two
^mponents. These are, according to the Hewlett-Packard specification;
o Time Base Stability of + 0.0002% per week. Over TRW 12 week calibration
cycle for this equipment this error would amount to 0.0024% maximum.
; :
 .-. ', ' 165 '
Continued -
o A + 1 count error in the display. Using five digits in the display,
this would constitute an error of + 0.025% at, the minimum flowrate
of 0.04 pounds per second. . ~
Water Density Variation - Turbine flowmeters are volumetric devices. Conversion of
data from a volume to mass basis is effected during flowmeter calibration data
reduction and is based on 70°F water temperature. If the temperature ranges between
65°F and 75°Fi as allowed by section 3.7 of the referenced specification, the maxi-
mum reading uncertainty arising from density variation is + 0.064%.
J. D. Dorman
JDDrddj
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A. W. J'.-nnelJ
MVM '73 'J.'ii r u s t Measu remen t U n c e r t a i n t y 1'] ah r KOM R. S. Willia;ns
Ml. UG. 01 W H I L S T * . ] Q5J I X T .
As p a r t i»f the M\v5 '73 c o n t r a c t a reqiun einei.-1. exist:; to develop the
ins t nr.ii en la I i "" u n c e r t a i n ! v a.'-soeiater.' wi th t h e - nc'.";suvC'ir,-:-:it of vacuum
thrust: prior to ihe .start of reactive testing. In ac l - j i t ion , it is u n d e r -
stood and agreed th."t all reasonable m o d i f i c a t i o n s to- the thrust measure-
ment s y s t e m am! iiictl- .o-ls for r e d u c t i o n of ca l ibra t ion data in order to
reduce, the i ir; 1 rui:'.v.n ta t ion uncer ta in ty towards a j'.oal of :': 0.5 per cent
(3 slj'ir.a) w i l l br: i mp] eincn ted. This report documents the general approach
to be iir; ec! to t'e.velop the thrust measurement uncertainty.
The development of the thrust measurement uncertainty can be separa ted
into s ta t ic components and dynamic components . The s ta t ic components con-
sist of the r;;;uiom (precision) and f i xed (bias) uncertainty es t imates
associated w i t h the test load cell cal ibratious and the r a n d o m find f i x e d
u n c e r t a i n t y PS t. imatcs ;ssoelated with the reference or s tandard load cell.
The d y n a m i c co^ponen t:; consist of the random estimates associated wi th
the di fi. c renci ' (channel deviation) between the redundant thrust ine.fjsurtru.rv.t
channels and the random and fixed uncer ta int ies associated w i t h the pre to
post test thrust zero level shi f t .
The rando;:i and f ixed estimates associated with the test load cell wil l
be obta ined fro;,: a series (15 to 20) end to end cal ibrat ions usin[; the
load cell c a l i b r a t o r . The calibrations will be. conducted wi th the e.i^inc1 .
and ins t rument a t i o n ins t a l l ed , propellant l ines attached and p re s su r i zed ,
and at a l t i tude cell pressure to duplicate the actual pre te:;t conOi t ioi: .
Each cal ibra t ion will consist, of the application of loads f rom zero to 100
per cent fu l l scale in increments of 25 per cent full scale and then de-
creasing back i:o zero in Increnents of 25 per cent fu l l sca le . The c a l i b r a -
tion data for each thrust channel will then be reduced by a s t ra igh t l ine
fit. through all calibration levels in the same manner as that, to bo used
for the reac t ive test calibrations.
Each men Mired calibration level will then be. analyzed to develop the
repeatabili ty (rr.ndoin component) of the ou tpu t ' load and the average bias
(fixed con'.poncp.t.) be tween the applied load ( r e fe rence cell) and the
measured load (test cell). It is recognized that this does not represent
a true end to c-nd ca l i b r a t i on of the t h r u s t stand in that the al if;r;, i:c-i! t of
the thrust str-nd i;> not ver i f ied. This, appro- .ch, however, is p r e f e r r e d in




true: er.d to ciul c a l i b r a t i o n and has boon found to be accept . abJ e by JPL
ass :i <;/ied 3 rr, l:rt::;:::r:!:a tic >n e n g i n e e r s . ' J : i e alignment of th rus t stand will
be vcrif ic:ci , he.ve.vt-r , by i:;ie no r.Ti.j 1. / < • . < : ; : f a c i . l . i t y procedures . The de-
ve lopment of the rer:do;:i and f ixed v n e e y L.-'.intic:f. of the r e fe rence call
Vv.U 1 be: deve.l o pc.-d f r o m ex j.t ; t:ing Inbc i rn L o r y calibration h is tory for this
r c f o • i: en r e lo a d n e 1 1 .
Tii P. d y n a i - . i f na c e r t a in ty es t (channel deviation nncl pre/post
zero i i l i i f t ) v;j]..l be dcvc-Jopcd f rom a series of ten thrnstc.r fi.rings
(approximate] y .100 so. eon dr. d u r a t i o n ) . J>e fo re r.liese data aru obtained,
however , .••> serJer, of tliru:-' tc-.r firi;;p,s lo inves t i<;ata the reduction of the
pre to pc'.st tt-.r; t: zoro shif t duo to ter.r.jorature soak back will be c o n d u c t e d .
The thrust d a t a f r o m each test, will be reviewed to determine the raagnitm'?.
of the zero s h i f t and, depending upon the magni tude of the y h i f t , modifi-
cations to the s tand to reduce the r .h i f t will be incorporated. It is
expected that the pre. to post test uero sh i f t random and fixed uncertain-
tier- can be reduced to approximately 0.2 per cent (3 sigraa) based on
MMlil' S exp e r i en e e .
The overall thrust uncertainty will be developed by statistically
combining the static and dynamic random and fixed uncertainties. In
a d d i t i o n , the end to end load cell calibration data , pre to post zero
shift da t a , and the channel deviat ion data will he used to establish
control limits for continuous monitoring of the thrust measurement system
throughout the reactive testing program.
RSW/hk
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CORRftSPONDENCC
TO D. R. Snoke <=c: W. Mt King
C. H. Oki
A. W. Parnell
DATE: 29 March 1972
SUBJECT: MVM '73 Tliruat Measurement Uncertainty Plan FROM: R. S. Williams
BLDG. 01 M A I L S T A . ]Q51 f X T . 64083
As part of the MVM '73 contract a requirement exists to develop uhe
instrumentation uncertainty associated with the measurement of vacuum
thrust prior to the start of reactive testing. In addition, it is under-
stood and agreed that all reasonable modifications to the thrust measure-
ment system and methods for reduction of calibration data in order to
reduce the instrumentation uncertainty towards a goal of ± 0.5 per cent
(3 sigma) will be implemented. This report documents the general approach
to be used to develop the thrust measurement uncertainty.
The development of the thrust measurement uncertainty can be separated
into static components and dynamic components. The static components con-
sist of the. random (precision) and fixed (bias) uncertainty estimates
associated with the test load cell calibrations and the random and fixed
uncertainty estimates associated with the reference or standard load cell.
The dynamic components consist of the random estimates associated with
the difference (channel deviation) between the redundant thrust measurement
channels and the random and fixed uncertainties associated with the pre to
post test thrust zero le.vel shift.
The random and fixed estimates associated with the test load cell will
be obtained from n series (15 to 20) end to end calibrations using the
load cell calibrator. The calibrations will be conducted with the engine
and instrumentation installed, propeJlant lines attached and pressurized,
and at altitude cell pressure to duplicate the actual pre test condition.
Each calibration will consist of the. application of loads from zero to 100
per cent full scale in increments of 25 per cent full scale and then de-
creasing back to zero in increments of 25 per cent full scale. The calibra-
tion datn for each thrust channel v.'ill then be reduced by a straight line
fit through all calibration levels in the same manner as that to be used
.for the-reactive test Cc?librations.
Each 'measured calibration' level will then be analyzed to develop the
repeatability (random cov.ponent) of the output load and the average bias
(fixed component) between the applied load (reference cell) and the
measured load (test cell). It is recognized that this docs not represent
a true end to end calibration of the thrust stand in that the alignment of
the thrust stand is not verified. This approach, however, is preferred in




true end to end calibration and lias been found to be acceptable by JPL
assigned ins trument;:tion engineers. The alignment of thrust, stand will
be verified, however, by the normal test facility procedures. The de-
velopment of the random and fixed uncertainties of the reference cell
will be. developed from existing laboratory calibration history for this
reference load cell.
The dynamic uncertainty estimates (channel deviation and pre/post
zero shift) will be developed from a series of ten thruster firings
(approximately 100 seconds duration). Before these data are obtained,
however, a series of thruster firings to investigate the reduction of the
pre to post test zero shift due to temperature soak back will be conducted.
The thrust data from each test will be reviewed to determine the magnitude
of the 7,'.:.ro shift, and, depending upon the magnitude of the shift, modifi-
cations to the stand to reduce the shift will be incorporated. It is
expected that the pre to post test zero shift random and fixed uncertain-
ties can be reduced to approximately 0.2 per cent (3 sigma) based on
MMBPS experience.
The overall thrust uncertainty will be developed by statistically
combining the static and dynamic random and fixed uncertainties. In
addition, the end to end load cell calibration data, pre to post zero
shift: ciai:a, and the channel deviation data will, be used to establish
control limits for continuous monitoring of the thrust measurement system
throughout the reactive testing program.
RSW/hk
R. S. Williams, Member
Data Analysis Sect:.on
D. L. Byrd 01/2281
L. L. Gassert A1A/1048
H. Janko;..'ski 41A/1048
C. F. Vaughan 01/2261
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APPENDIX D
LOW TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
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INTCROKFICE CORRESPONDENCE
J. Miller/J. Champion cc: Distribution DAT^ 27 November 196?
SUBJECT instruniontation Uncertainty of the Platinum FROM:
 c< H< Oki
Resistance Transducers Used to Measure Propellarit CILOG 0-1 M A I L ST*. 2180 txT6436l
Temceratures
Reference: LI-IDE Instrumentation Error Analysis dated 31 August 1966,
01827-6002-KOOO by C. H. Cki/G. E. Urner
SUMMARY
A re-evaluation cf the instrumentation uncertainties of the platinum resistance
transducers used to measure propellant temperatures was made because the previous
analysis (reference) was considered to be incomplete. The previous study was based
upon a small sample size (degrees of freedom of 8) and did not include the increase
in uncertainty due to installation effects. However, the results of this current
study indicate good agreement.
The total instrumentation uncertainty of the propellant temperature measure-
ments using platinum resistance transducers were computed to vary between 0,U1.6%
FS to 0.562$ FS for the range of temperature between 30 and 110 degrees Farenheit.
As v.'as determined in the previous study, there was a marked increase in the
uncertainty at a temperature of 130 degrees (0.832$ FS).
DISCUSSION
A re-evaluation of the instrumentation uncertainties associated with the platinum
resistance transducer used to measure the propellant temperature was made because
there \\ras a possibility that all of the uncertainties were not properly accounted for
in the previous study presented in the reference. Therefore, additional effort which
included special tests as well as additional analysis was conducted.
»•
It was proposed that a significant amount of error might be induced into the
system due to the installation of the sensors and the triple bridge units. Therefore,
special tests were conducted to determine the installation effects by making total
system tests. A known resistance was placed in the temperature lines at the test
stand and the output, was recorded on a digital voltmeter which was located in the
control room. The resistance was varied from a minimum value which corresponds to
a nominal temperature of 30GF to a value which corresponds to 130 °"F. These tests
were: conducted fit the HATS, VETS and' HEPTS facilities. These tests were conducted
with 9 triple bridge unit-sensor sets utilizing four lines at each stand ?.nd a
variety of amplifiers to transmit and amplify signals. In addition to this test
data, calibration data that is deternir.ed routinely in the laboratory was analyzed
to provide additional statistical data to facilitate the error analysis.
Method of Acgu'lsi'tjon
The propellant temperatures during static engine fire tests are presently moni-
tored with a platinum resistance transducer. These transducers consist of a sensor
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and a triple bridge unit (TBU). The unite are calibrated separately, but are cali-
brated in such a manner that they must be used as a unit. The sensors are calibrated
by experimentally determining the variation of the resistance with temperature .
Based' upon these resistances the TBU's are adjusted to provide zero nilivolt output
for an input temperature of 30° and 4 nulivolt output at ?0°F. For further detail of
the calibration method the reader is referred to the reference.
Prior to a given static engine firing test the calibration signals for the
temperature measurements are developed independently of the temperature measurement
system. For example-, in the VETS and HATS tost area, a star.dard input of 5 milivolts
(50°]'') is used to establish the sensitivity of the temperature system* An open cir-
cuit is used for the 30° level and a linear relationship is used to obtain the
temperature in degrees farenheit. For acquisition of data at HEPTS the standard
signal of 10 milivolts is used.
Statistical Model, .
Based upon the method by which the platinum resistance transducers are used, it
is apparent that the instrumentation uncertainties can be conveniently partitioned
into three components of error. These are the uncertainties of the digital acquisi-
tion system, the uncertainties of the calibration data, and the uncertainty due to
installation and systems effects. Based upon this consideration, the following
statistical models v:ere established to facilitate the error analysis, As was done
in previous cases the model was broken into fixed and random uncertainties,
„ FIXED UNCERTAINTY
^T DS CAL instal. & system (l)
Where,
r- ~- the fixed uncertainty of the digital system, % FS
Vs
£ — fixed uncertainty of the sensor calibration, % FS
CAL
r ~ fixed uncertainty due to installation and system
instal. & system effects, %, FS
i,
RANDOM UNCERTAINTY
rt2 r2 rf2 rf2
0
 T : •' ° DS + 3 CAL * ° instal. & system (2)
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Where,
(f ^ r;: random uncertainty of the digital system, %. FS
- random fixed uncertainty of the sensor calibration, % FS
Cf . . .. „ . = random uncertainty due to installation and system
mstal. & system
 effectSj % re
TOTAL UNCERTAINTY . . -
 : .
ET = c,, + kcrr ..... o)
Where, . . . .
k = tolerance factor ' •
Analysis and Results .
 :
In the analysis discussed in the reference it was reported that the fixed and
random uncertainties of the digital system were respectively 0'. ~L% FS and 0,168^  FS,
These uncertainties included all of the system xincertainties which included the- non-
linearity of the amplifiers. The approach taken for this most recent analysis was
that of including the instrumentation uncertainties due to electronic errors at part
of i-he uncertainty associated with the installation and system effects.. Therefore,
for the purpose of this study the fixed uncertainty was taken to be ,"L% FS (,due t-o
the least count of the system) and the random uncertainty of the digital system was
taken to be zero,
In order to determine the uncertainty due to the installation and variability
of the system, special calibration tests were conducted, The statistics of these
calibrations are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The basic data that was determined
from the calibration tests are presented in Table 3-
The uncertainty due to the installation and total system effects was developed
by analyzing the deviation between the measured output ana the expected standard
output which would correspond- to the known resistance input. Due to the variations
in the resistances of the sensors, the standard outputs were developed from the
calibration data of the individual sensors. These values along with the measured
output are recorded in Table 3- Based upon the deviations that were determined
between the standard output and the measured output, a mean and estimate of standard
deviation was computed. The- resulting statistics 'are presented in Table 1. Review
of the data presented in Table 1 indicate no significant differences between the-
me an or the osiir.-icvtes of standard 'deviations for the increasing and decreasing cases.
The values were therefore pooled to obtain the statistics presented in Table 2.
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n.-ised upon tliu de/',rees of freedom the unbiased estimate of standard deviation (sigma)
were- dfv doped . Ihe fixed uncertainty is given by the grand mean of the data and one
random uncertainty is given by the unbiased estimate of standard deviation.
The unccrtninty of the sensor resistance was developed by examining consecutive
c il1br;jiionH of 13 Censors. In a manner similar to the installation and systems
un . «v •. -jir>1 i es , the deviation^in the resistcwA^determined in consecutive calibrations
wei". «. xaiiii.ncd . The calibration data that were used for the analysis are presented
in Table L, . The statistics developed from the deviations observed from consecutive
calibr.-ilo.oaL-. are presented in Table 5. The mean deviation togetner with the estimate
of standard deviation were computed and are summarized in Table 5. The unbiased
estimate was developed based upon the associated degrees of freedom. The fixed and
random uncertainties of the sensor calibration is given by the mean deviation and the
unbiased eetimate of the deviations.
In ordor to compute the fixed and random uncertainties of the temperature measure-
ments, the individual contribution in accordance with the statistical model defined
by equations 1, 2 and 3 -were developed and are summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
The total three sigma uncertainty is summarized in Table 8. As indicated in
this table, the total uncertainties varied randomly between 0.1+16 to 0,562$ FS in
the range of temperature measurements from 30° to 110° F. For temperatures greater
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INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTY OF TRANSDUCER AND ACQUISITION SYSTEM
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SUMMARY OF INSTRUMENTATION UNCERTAINTIES






































CALIBRATION DATA FOR PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
AND FLOWMETERS USED ON THE WATER FLOW TESTS























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Combined Linearity and Hysterisis^,^?^ /J f.
Excitation /ff.ffp f) V DC Pins ^D (+) 7^
Output Pins £. (+) /
Shunt , Pins /•* /<






nge^^^ PS/ G Prop.Nc/j^.-^ '
Balance Wiper /^<0
Balance Pot ^2 -5
Zero Offset (+) > /7/





Balance Mode Pins ""P , £j Shunt Line Resistance
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